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Create a stunning reversible throw square by square
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Crochet a shaded wrap

Learn the lace & seed stitch

Customize your projects
with the flower stitch
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• 1 ball of Crea Aerial Marl for your
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Visit CreaCrafts and join our online community for more creative
ideas & techniques, online stitch library & how-to videos, free
bonus patterns, blog, yarn supplies, knitting kit sets & more!

knit-and-stitch.com

crafts.com
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www.facebook.com/creacrafts
Follow us for live feeds, CreaCrafts
product news and competitions

Yarn care instructions
Hand wash only • Do not bleach • Do not iron
• Do not tumble dry
When washing the finished product, follow
the manufacturer’s washing instructions
found on the yarn bands.

Needles/hooks not suitable for children under
14 years of age.

Knit the next
2 reversible squares for
your extended throw

www.youtube.com/creacraftsvideos
Discover our step-by-step
video tutorials
www.pinterest.com/crea_crafts
Get inspired and find new ideas
with our trend pins
www.instagram.com/creacrafts
Stay up-to-date with our brand news and
share your creations and achievements

patchwork Collection

lace & seed stitch
This square is knitted in Crea Provenance yarn.
Bands of texture and lace create the pretty stitch
pattern—the simple lace design is worked by
increasing and decreasing stitches. Check you have
the correct number of stitches after each row.

albite square
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 6 (4.0mm)
Stitch: lace & seed stitch

164
★★
★

164 patchwork Collection
★★
★

try this!

To knit the lace and seed stitch, follow the instructions
below or go online to watch the video.

1 Cast on a multiple of 8 stitches plus 1.
Rows 1 to 8: Knit 1, then repeat purl 1, knit 1
to the end of the row. You have worked the
seed stitch section.

2 Row 9: Knit 1, take the yarn to the front
(abbreviated as yfd), slip 1, knit 1, then insert
the left needle into the slipped stitch and
pass it over the knit stitch (abbreviated as
skpo), knit 3.

3 Knit the next 2 stitches together
(abbreviated as k2tog), yfd, knit 1. Repeat
yfd, skpo, knit 3, k2tog, yfd, knit 1 to the end
of the row. Row 10: Purl to the end of the
row.

4 Row 11: Repeat knit 2, yfd, skpo, knit 1,
k2tog, yfd, knit 1 to the last stitch, knit 1.
Row 12: Purl to the end of the row.

5 Row 13: Repeat knit 3, yfd, slip 1, k2tog, pass
the slipped stitch over (abbreviated as psso),
yfd, knit 2 to the last stitch, knit 1. Row 14: Purl
to the end of the row.

6 These 14 rows form the pattern and are
repeated throughout to form the lace and
seed stitch fabric.

lace & seed stitch square in albite
See “reading a pattern card” for the list of abbreviations.
to make
Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles and Provenance, cast on 25 sts.
Rows 1 to 8: K1, *p1, k1, rep from * to the end.
Row 9: K1, *yfd, skpo, k3, k2tog, yfd, k1, rep from * to the end.
Row 10: P to the end.
Row 11: *K2, yfd, skpo, k1, k2tog, yfd, k1, rep from * to the last st, k1.
Row 12: P to the end.
Row 13: *K3, yfd, sl 1, k2tog, psso, yfd, k2, rep from * to the last
st, k1.
Row 14: P to the end.
These 14 rows form the patt. Rep them once more, then work
Rows 1 to 8 again. Bind off.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is enough to work 2 whole
squares. If you find you work tightly, or loosely, change
your needle size—see know-how 1, reading a pattern card,
gauge square.

joining the squares

Block your squares, see blocking your
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong
sides together and the edges matching,
tack around the outer edge, stitching
about one stitch from the edge.

throw
left

0

When you have tacked
your squares together,
label them left 0. You’ll
need this reference
when you join the
squares for your throw.
Keep the squares safe
in your workbasket.

patchwork Collection

lace check
This square with alternating stockinette stitch and
lacy checks is knitted in Crea Harmony yarn in
Magma, using size 4 (3.5mm) knitting needles. The
check design alternates on the second half of the
pattern, creating an attractive grid effect.

165
★★
★

magma square
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 4 (3.5mm)
Stitch: lace check

165 patchwork Collection
★★
★

try this!

lace check square
in magma

To knit the lace check, follow the instructions
below or go online to watch the video.

1 Cast on a multiple of 18 stitches plus 11.
Row 1: Purl to the end of the row. Row 2 (right
side): Knit 2, take the yarn to the front of the
knitting (abbreviated as yfd), knit the next
2 stitches together (abbreviated as k2tog).
Repeat yfd, k2tog 3 times more, then knit 10.

2 Repeat yfd, k2tog 4 times, knit 1. Row 3:
Purl to the end of the row. Row 4: Knit 1, slip
1, knit 1, then insert the left needle into the
slipped stitch and pass it over the knit stitch
(abbreviated as skpo), yfd. Repeat skpo,
yfd 3 times more, then knit 10.

See “reading a pattern card” for the list
of abbreviations.
to make
Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles and
Harmony, cast on 29 sts.
Row 1: P to the end.
Row 2 (rs): K2, *(yfd, k2tog) 4 times,
k10, (yfd, k2tog) 4 times, k1.
Row 3: P to the end.
Row 4: K1, *(skpo, yfd) 4 times, k10,
(skpo, yfd) 4 times, k2.
Rows 5 to 12: Rep Rows 1 to 4 twice.
Row 13: P to the end.
Row 14: K11, (yfd, k2tog) 4 times, k10.
Row 15: P to the end.
Row 16: K10, (skpo, yfd) 4 times, k11.
Rows 17 to 24: Rep Rows 13 to 16 twice.
These 24 rows form the patt.
Work Rows 1 to 12 again.
Bind off.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you
find you work tightly, or loosely, change
your needle size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

3 Repeat skpo, yfd 4 times, knit 2. Rows 5
to 12: Repeat Rows 1 to 4 twice.
Row 13: Purl to the end of the row. You
have completed the first row of blocks of
the lace check pattern.

4 Row 14: Knit 11, then repeat yfd, k2tog
4 times, knit 10. The next line of lace blocks
sits over the stockinette stitch blocks.
Row 15: Purl to the end of the row.

5 Row 16: Knit 10, then repeat skpo, yfd
4 times, knit 11. Rows 17 to 24: Repeat Rows
13 to 16 twice.

6 Rows 1 to 24 form the pattern and are
repeated throughout.

throw
bottom

G

When you have tacked your squares together,
label them bottom G. You’ll need this reference
when you join the squares for your throw. Keep
the squares safe in your workbasket.

joining the squares

Block your squares, see blocking your
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong
sides together and the edges matching,
tack around the outer edge, stitching
about one stitch from the edge.

HOME COMFORTS

lampshade covers

Add lovely textures to a
cluster of fabric lampshades
with knitted slip covers.
These covers are worked
in three different stitches,
using two mock cable
designs and the linked ribs
pattern from Patchwork
Collection 158.

Materials
• F or each cover, 4 x 1 oz. (25g) balls of
Crea Shadow in Tuff or Cirrus
• Size 8 (5.0mm) circular needle, 11⅞ in.,
(30cm) long
• Ring stitch marker
• Tapestry needle
• Tapered lampshades, diameter
approximately 8 in. (20.3cm) at lower
edge, 6 in. (15.2cm) at top edge and
6¼ in. (15.8cm) high.
Go to knit-and-stitch.com to buy Crea
yarn. See the information chart for full
details on all the Crea yarns.

57

★★

57 HOME COMFORTS

★★

SIZE
To fit a tapered lampshade, diameter
approximately 8 in. (20.3cm) at lower
edge, 6 in. (15.2cm) at top edge and 6¼ in.
(15.8cm) high.
GaugeS
Linked ribs, 1 patt rep (8 sts) = 1½ in. (4cm),
with patt slightly opened out. 25 rows = 4 in.
(10cm).
Slip stitch braid, 1 patt rep (8 sts) = 1½ in.
(4cm), with patt slightly opened out. 25 rows
= 4 in. (10cm).
Cross stitch cable, 1 patt rep (8 sts) = 1½ in.
(4cm), with patt slightly opened out. 22 rows =
4 in. (10cm).
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS
Tw2L = twist 2 left worked as follows: taking
the needle behind the first st, k the  2nd st
on the left needle, then k the first st slipping
both sts off the needle tog.
Tw2R = twist 2 right worked as follows:
taking the needle in front of the first st, k
2nd st on the left needle, then k the first st
slipping both sts off the needle tog.
Br2 = braid 2 worked as follows: sl 1 p-wise
with the yarn at the back, k1, bring the yarn
to the front and over the needle, then pass
the slipped st over the k st and the yarn
over the needle.
Cr4 = cross 4 worked as follows: with the
yarn at the back, sl 4 p-wise dropping the
extra loops, then with the point of the left
needle, pass the first 2 sts over the second 2;
return the 4 sts on the right needle to the left
needle and k the 4 sts in the crossed order.
TO MAKE
LINKED RIBS COVER: Using a size 8
(5.0mm) circular needle, cast on 120 sts.
Place the marker on the right needle and
join for working in the round, taking care
not to twist the sts (see know-how 8,
circular knitting).
Work in the patt as foll:
Rounds 1 to 4: *P4, k1, p2, k1, rep from * to the
end of the round.
Round 5: *P4, Tw2L, Tw2R, rep from * to the
end of the round.
Round 6: *P4, k4, rep from * to the end of
the round.
These 6 rounds form the patt.
Rep them once more, then work Rounds
1 to 4 again.

Dec round 1: *P1, p2tog, p1, Tw2L, Tw2R,
rep from * to the end of the round. 105 sts.
Next round: *P3, k4, rep from * to the end
of the round.
Cont in patt, noting that there are 3 sts
between the linked ribs, work 10 more
rounds.
Dec round 2: *P2tog, p1, Tw2L, Tw2R,
rep from * to the end of the round. 90 sts.
Next round: *P2, k4, rep from * to the end
of the round.
Cont in patt, noting that there are 2 sts
between the linked ribs, work 11 more
rounds. Bind off in patt leaving a long yarn
tail. Weave in the ends.
SLIP STITCH BRAID COVER: Using a size 8
(5.0mm) circular needle, cast on 120 sts.
Place the marker on the right needle and
join for working in the round, taking care not
to twist the sts (see know-how 8, circular
knitting).
Work in patt as foll:
Round 1: *P4, k4, rep from * to the end of
the round.
Round 2: *P4, (Br2) twice, rep from * to the
end of the round.
Round 3: *P4, k4, rep from * to the end of
the round.
Round 4: *P4, k1, Br2, k1, rep from * to the
end of the round.
These 4 rounds form the patt.
Rep them 3 more times.
Dec round 1: *P1, p2tog, p1, k4, rep
from * to the end of the round.
105 sts.
Next round: *P3, (Br2) twice, rep
from * to the end of the round.
Cont in patt, noting that there are
3 sts between the braided panels,
work 10 more rounds.
Dec round 2: *P2tog, p1, k4, rep
from * to the end of the round.
90 sts.
Next round: *P2, (Br2) twice, rep
from * to the end of the round.
Cont in patt, noting that there
are 2 sts between the braided
panels, work 11 more rounds.
Bind off in patt leaving a long
yarn tail. Weave in the ends.
CROSS STITCH CABLE COVER:
Using a size 8 (5.0mm) circular
needle, cast on 120 sts.
Place the marker on the right
needle and join for working in

the round, taking care not to twist the sts
(see know-how 8, circular knitting).
Work in patt as foll:
Round 1: *P4 k4, rep from * to the end of
the round.
Round 2: *P4, k4 wrapping yarn twice around
the needle for each st, rep from * to the end
of the round.
Round 3: *P4, Cr4, rep from * to the end of
the round.
Rounds 4 to 6: *P4, k4, rep from * to the
end of the round.
These 6 rounds form the patt.
Rep them once more, then work Rounds
1 to 4 again.
Dec round 1: *P1, p2tog, p1, k4, rep from
* to the end of the round. 105 sts.
Next round: *P3, k4, rep from * to the end
of the round.
Cont in patt, noting that there are 3 sts
between the cross stitch cable panels, work
10 more rounds.
Dec round 2: *P2tog, p1, k4, rep from * to
the end of the round. 90 sts.
Next round: *P2, k4, rep from * to the end
of the round.
Cont in patt, noting that there are 2 sts
between the cross stitch cable panels, work
7 more rounds. Bind off in patt leaving a
long yarn tail. Weave in the ends.

Cross stitch cable

Linked ribs

Slip stitch braid

accessories

crochet wrap
This crochet wrap is worked in a simple single
crochet pattern and the vertical stripe is created
by alternating two balls of variegated yarn.

38

★★

Materials
• 2 x 6 oz. (150g) balls of Sirdar
Colorwheel in Deep Blue Sea
• G/6 (4.0mm) crochet hook
• Tapestry needle

38 accessories

★★

SIZE
18⅛ x 47¼ in. (46 x 120cm).
Gauge
20 sts and 22 rows = 4 in. (10cm).
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
Note: This wrap is made from 2 balls of variegated yarn.
To get the vertical striped effect work 1 row only with each
ball and make sure you start each ball at the opposite end
of the color variegation. For this wrap, ball A was started at
the turquoise end of the variegation; ball B was started at
the pale gray end. The color you start with will depend on
how the yarn has been wound.
TO MAKE
Using G/6 (4.0mm) hook and ball A, ch96.
Foundation row 1: Work 1 sc into the 4th ch from the hook,
*ch1, skip 1 ch, work 1 sc into the next ch, rep from * to the
end of the row. Turn.
Foundation row 2: With ball A, ch1 (does not count as a st),
*work 1 sc into the next ch sp, ch1, rep from * to the end of
the row, sl st into the top of the 4 ch, joining ball B. Turn.
Cut ball A.
Now work in patt as foll:
Row 1: With ball B, ch1, *work 1 sc into the next ch sp, ch1, rep
from * to the end of the row, sl st into 1 ch, joining ball A. Turn.
Cut ball B.
Row 2: With ball A, ch1, *work 1 sc into next ch sp, ch1, rep
from * to the end of the row, sl st into 1 ch, joining ball B. Turn.
Cut ball A.
These 2 rows form the patt and color sequence.
Cont in the patt and color sequence until work measures
46⅞ in. (119cm). Do not cut the yarn in use but work one
more row using the same ball of yarn. Fasten off leaving a
long yarn tail.
FINISHING
Weave in the ends.

designer’s tip
Because you change the ball of yarn on
each row, there will be a loose yarn end at
each end of every row. Instead of weaving
them in, you can knot them in pairs to
create a fringe along each long edge. If
you like this idea, leave each yarn end
roughly the same length when you cut the
yarn at the end of each row.

Customizing techniques

designer’s notebook:
the flower stitch
A pretty floral embroidery stitch that
can be worked in a variety of patterns.

T

his simple flower stitch is created from a
single lazy daisy stitch set between two
diagonal lines. The size of the flowers
can be easily adjusted to suit your project—
use fingering-weight or crochet cotton to
work a small flower, DK yarn for a mediumsized flower, or for a large chunky flower use
worsted, bulky or super bulky yarn.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
THROW...
Embellish your throw with a
scattering of embroidered
flowers. Work them into the
design of the square or stitch
them on plain squares to form
a pattern of their own.

The flowers can be worked as a filling stitch,
as shown on the throw (on the right) where
it has been worked in the center of the
diamonds on a square, or in lines to form a
border or in a grid, as shown overleaf.

flower stitch
Two simple stitches make up this pretty flower design.

1

Work a short diagonal stitch from top
left to bottom right. Bring the needle
out at the right. Make a second stitch to
make a “V,” then bring the needle out a little
higher up between the “V.”

2

Bring the needle out to the front
above the center of the “V” and work
a single lazy daisy stitch as shown.
This forms a single stitch.

3

For a horizontal row, bring the needle
through to the right of the first stitch
and work a row of identical flower
stitches. For a block of flowers, position the
stitches on subsequent rows beneath or
between those worked on the previous row.

85

85 Customizing techniques

A coaster
embellished
with single
flowers.

linen band
Embroider flowers on
a band and use to
decorate a container.

flower coaster

Materials

tea towel
border
Embellish linens
with a row of
pretty flowers.

pillow
panel
Add a small
panel to a
pillow cover.

• 1 x 2 oz. (50g) ball of Drops BomullLin in Off White
• E/4 (3.5mm) crochet hook
• Tapestry needle
• Chenille needle
• Small ball of fine gray cotton yarn

size
4¾ in. (12cm) in diameter.
abbreviations
See reading a pattern card.
to make
Using an E/4 (3.5mm) hook and Off White,
make a sliding ring and secure with 1 ch.
Round 1: Ch1 (does not count as a st), work
7 sc into the ring, sl st into the first sc. Pull
up the yarn to close the hole at center.
Round 2: Ch1, work 2 sc into each sc to the
end of the round, sl st into the first sc. 14 sc.
Round 3: Ch1, *work 1 sc into the next sc,
2 sc into the next sc, rep from * to the end
of the round, sl st into the first sc. 21 sc.
Round 4: Ch1, *work 2 sc into the next sc,
1 sc into the next sc, rep from * to the end
of the round, sl st into the first sc. 28 sc.
Round 5: Ch1, *work 1 sc into each of the
next 3 sc, 2 sc into the next sc, rep from *
to the end of the round, sl st into the first
sc. 35 sc.
Round 6: Ch1, *work 2 sc into the next sc,
1 sc into each of the next 4 sc, rep from *
to the end of the round, sl st into the first
sc. 42 sc.
Round 7: Ch1, *work 1 sc into each of the
next 5 sc, 2 sc into the next sc, rep from *

to the end of the round, sl st into the first
sc. 49 sc.
Round 8: Ch1, *work 2 sc into the next sc,
1 sc into each of the next 6 sc, rep from *
to the end of the round, sl st into the first
sc. 56 sc.
Round 9: Ch1, *work 1 sc into each of the
next 7 sc, 2 sc into the next sc, rep from *
to the end of the round, sl st into the first
sc. 63 sc.
Round 10: Ch1, *work 2 sc into the next sc,
1 sc into each of the next 8 sc, rep from *
to the end of the round, sl st into the first
sc. 70 sc.
Round 11: Ch1, *work 1 sc into each of the
next 9 sc, 2 sc into the next sc, rep from *
to the end of the round, sl st into the first
sc. 77 sc.
Round 12: Ch1, *work 2 sc into the next sc,
1 sc into each of the next 10 sc, rep from *
to the end of the round, sl st into the first
sc. 84 sc.
Round 13: Ch1, work 1 sc into each sc to the
end of the round, sl st into the first sc.
Round 14: Work in crab st (sc worked from
left to right), sl st into the first sc.
FINISHING
Weave in the ends. Using gray cotton
and a chenille needle and following the
instructions on the previous page, work
a flower over Rounds 9 to 12 of each
“segment.”
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Yarn care instructions
Hand wash only • Do not bleach • Do not iron
• Do not tumble dry
When washing the finished product, follow
the manufacturer’s washing instructions
found on the yarn bands.

Needles/hooks not suitable for children under
14 years of age.

Knit the third stripe of
your Aerial pillow cover
and the next
reversible square for
your extended throw

www.youtube.com/creacraftsvideos
Discover our step-by-step
video tutorials
www.pinterest.com/crea_crafts
Get inspired and find new ideas
with our trend pins
www.instagram.com/creacrafts
Stay up-to-date with our brand news and
share your creations and achievements

patchwork Collection

stockinette stitch
The ball of Crea Aerial yarn, in Marl, you
received with this issue is used to work
the third stripe of your third pillow cover.

Third stripe

third stripe
Knitting needles: size 9 (5.5mm)
Stitch: stockinette stitch

166

★

166 patchwork Collection

★

try this!
1 Just two rows make up the stockinette
stitch fabric. Row 1: Knit to the end of the
row. This is the right side of the fabric.

Stockinette stitch stripe
IN marl
Size
To fit a 11⅞ x 15¾ in. (30 x 40cm) pillow
pad (not supplied).
gauge
18 sts and 24 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over st
st on size 9 (5.5mm) needles
See “reading a pattern card” for the list
of abbreviations.

to make
Join Marl.
Rows 53 to 78: Beg with a k row, work
in st st, ending with a p row.
Cut yarn and leave the stitches on the
needle ready to knit the next stripe.

Note: You will receive your next ball of
Aerial, in Smoke, with issue 89.

To knit the stockinette stitch, follow the instructions
below or go online to watch the video.

2 Row 2: Purl to the end of the row.
These 2 rows form stockinette stitch.

3 Repeat the 2 rows throughout to form the
stockinette stitch fabric.

patchwork Collection

sailor bobble
in basalt

The bobble on this textured square is formed
by working into the stitch five rows below and
then unraveling the rows above. Follow the steps
overleaf to achieve perfect results. The square is
knitted in Crea Harmony in Basalt.

167
★★
★

throw
left

3

basalt square
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 4 (3.5mm)
Stitch: sailor bobble

167 patchwork Collection
★★
★

try this!

sailor bobble square
in basalt

To knit the sailor bobble pattern, follow the
instructions below or go online to watch the video.

1 Cast on a multiple of 4 stitches plus 3.
Row 1: Knit 1, purl to the last stitch, knit 1.
Row 2: Knit to the end. Rows 3 to 6:
Repeat Rows 1 and 2 twice. Row 7: Repeat
Row 1.

3 Slip the stitch off the left needle and
let the rows unravel—1 drop bobble made
(abbreviated as MDB). Repeat knit 3, MDB to
the last stitch, knit 1.

2 The drop bobbles are formed on the
next row. Row 8: Knit 1, then work the drop
bobble: count 5 rows down from the next
stitch on the left needle, insert the right
needle through this stitch and knit it.

4 Rows 9 to 12: Repeat Rows 1 and 2 twice.
Row 13: Repeat Row 1.

See “reading a pattern card” for the list
of abbreviations.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATION
MDB = make drop bobble worked
as follows: count 5 rows down from
the next st on the left needle, insert
the right needle through this st and k
it, sl st off the left needle and let the
rows unravel.
to make
Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles and
Harmony, cast on 27 sts.
Row 1: K1, p to the last st, k1.
Row 2: K to the end of the row.
Rows 3 to 7: Rep Rows 1 and 2 twice,
then work Row 1 again.
Row 8: K1, MDB, *k3, MDB, rep from * to
the last st, k1.
Rows 9 to 13: Rep Rows 1 and 2 twice,
then work Row 1 again.
Row 14: K3, *MDB, k3, rep from * to the
end of the row.
Rows 3 to 14 form the patt. Rep them
twice more, then work Rows 3 to 10
again. Bind off.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you
find you work tightly, or loosely, change
your needle size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

joining the squares

Block your squares, see blocking your
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong
sides together and the edges matching,
tack around the outer edge, stitching
about one stitch from the edge.
5 Row 14: Knit 3, then repeat MDB, knit 3
to the end of the row. The drop bobbles sit
between the first line of bobbles.

throw
left

3

6 Rows 3 to 14 form the pattern and are
repeated throughout to create the sailor
bobble pattern.

When you have tacked your squares together,
label them left 3. You’ll need this reference
when you join the squares for your throw.
Keep the squares safe in your workbasket.

Fashion projects

cable & lace sweater

Knitted in a worstedweight cotton yarn,
this pretty sweater is
worked in a detailed
cable and lace pattern.
The design has long
sleeves and a wide
boat neckline.
Materials
• 13[14:14:15:16] x 2 oz. (50g) balls
of Rico Creative Cotton Aran in
Pastel Pink
• Pair of size 5 and 7 (3.75mm
and 4.5mm) knitting needles
• Cable needle
• 2 stitch holders
• Tapestry needle
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Fashion projects
SIZES
To suit bust 32-34[36-38:40-42:44-46:48-50] in.
(81-86[91-97:102-107:112-117:122-127]cm).
Actual measurement, approximately
39⅜[43⅜:47¼:51⅛:55⅛] in. (100[110:120:130:140]cm).
Length 22⅞[22⅞:23¼:23⅝:23⅝] in.
(58[58:59:60:60]cm).
Sleeve seam 18½ in. (47cm).
Gauge
18 sts and 24 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over st st.
1 panel rep (37 sts) = approximately 6⅜ in. (16cm).
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS
yon = yarn over needle
yrn = yarn around needle
Tw2 = twist 2 worked as follows: sl the next st, k1,
pass the slipped st over st just knitted and k into
the back of it.
C4F = cable 4 front worked as follows: sl next 2 sts
onto the cn and leave at the front of the work,
k2, then k the sts from the cn.
Cr2R = cross 2 right worked as follows: sl the next st
onto the cn and leave at the back of the work,
k2, then p the st from the cn.
Cr2L = cross 2 left worked as follows: sl the next
2 sts onto the cn and leave at the front of the work,
p1, then k the sts from the cn.
C10 = cable 10 worked as follows: sl the next 2 sts
onto the cn and leave at the back of the work, k3,
then k the sts from the cn, now sl the next 3 sts
onto the cn and leave at the front of the work,
k2, then k the sts from the cn.
PANEL (worked over 37 sts)
Row 1 (rs): P3, C4F, p3, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, p5, yrn, p2tog
tbl, p4, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, p3, C4F, p3.
Row 2: K3, p4, k3, p1tbl, k1, p1tbl, k11, p1tbl, k1, p1tbl,
k3, p4, k3.
Row 3: P2, Cr2R, Cr2L, p2, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, p3, p2tog,
yon, k1, yrn, p2tog tbl, p3, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, p2, Cr2R,
Cr2L, p2.
Row 4: (K2, p2) twice, k2, p1tbl, k1, p1tbl, k5, p1, k5,
p1tbl, k1, p1tbl, (k2, p2) twice, k2.
Row 5: P1, Cr2R, p2, Cr2L, p1, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, p2, p2tog,
yrn, p1, k1, p1, yrn, p2tog tbl, p2, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, p1, Cr2R,
p2, Cr2L, p1.
Row 6: K1, p2, k4, p2, k1, p1tbl, k1, p1tbl, k5, p1, k5, p1tbl,
k1, p1tbl, k1, p2, k4, p2, k1.
Row 7: Cr2R, p4, Cr2L, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, p1, p2tog,
yrn, p2, k1, p2, yrn, p2tog tbl, p1, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl,
Cr2R, p4, Cr2L.
Row 8: P2, k6, p2, p1tbl, k1, p1tbl, k5, p1, k5, p1tbl, k1,
p1tbl, p2, k6, p2.
Row 9: Cr2L, p4, Cr2R, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, p2tog, yrn, p3,
k1, p3, yrn, p2tog tbl, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, Cr2L, p4, Cr2R.
Row 10: Rep Row 6.
Row 11: P1, Cr2L, p2, Cr2R, p1, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, p2, yrn,
p2tog tbl, p1, k1, p1, p2tog, yrn, p2, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, p1,
Cr2L, p2, Cr2R, p1.
Row 12: Rep Row 4.

Row 13: P2, Cr2L, Cr2R, p2, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, p11, k1tbl, k1,
k1tbl, p2, Cr2L, Cr2R, p2.
Row 14: Rep Row 2.
These 14 rows form the panel.
TO MAKE
BACK: Using size 5 (3.75mm) needles, cast on
92[100:112:120:128] sts.
Rib row 1 (rs): K3, *p2, k2, rep from * to the last
st, k1.
Rib row 2: K1, p2, *k2, p2, rep from * to the last st, k1.
Rep these 2 rows for 2¾ in. (7cm), ending with
Rib row 1.
Inc row (ws): P11[12:3:2:6], *pup, p3[3:5:5:5], rep
from * to the last 12[13:4:3:7] sts, pup, p to the end
of the row. 116[126:134:144:152] sts.
Change to size 7 (4.5mm) needles.
Cont in patt as foll:
Row 1 (rs): K2[3:4:4:4], (p2[2:3:3:4], Tw2) 1[2:2:3:3]
times, p2[2:3:3:4], *k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, work Row 1 of the
panel, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl*, p2, C10, p2, rep from * to *,
p2[2:3:3:4], (Tw2, p2[2:3:3:4] sts) 1[2:2:3:3] times,
k2[3:4:4:4].
Row 2: K2[3:4:4:4], (k2[2:3:3:4], p2) 1[2:2:3:3]
times, k2[2:3:3:4], *p1tbl, k1, p1tbl, work Row 2 of
the panel, p1tbl, k1, p1tbl*, k2, p10, k2, rep from * to
*, k2[2:3:3:4], (p2, k2[2:3:3:4] sts) 1[2:2:3:3] times,
k2[3:4:4:4].
Row 3: K2[3:4:4:4], (p2[2:3:3:4], Tw2) 1[2:2:3:3]
times, p2[2:3:3:4], *k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, work Row 3 of
the panel, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl*, p2, k10, p2, rep from * to
*, p2[2:3:3:4], (Tw2, p2[2:3:3:4] sts) 1[2:2:3:3] times,
k2[3:4:4:4].
Row 4: Rep Row 2, but work Row 4 of the panel.
Rows 6 to 14: Rep Rows 3 and 4 five times, but work
Rows 6 to 14 of the panel.
These 14 rows set the patt.
Cont in patt until work the measures
22⅞[22⅞:23¼:23⅝:23⅝] in. (58[58:59:60:60]cm)
from the beg, ending with a ws row.
Shape shoulders
Bind off 6[8:8:9:10] sts at the beg of the next 6 rows
and 8[7:10:11:12] sts at the beg of the foll 2 rows.
Cut yarn leaving a long yarn tail and leave the rem
64[64:66:68:68] sts on a holder.
FRONT: Work as given for the back until
12[14:14:16:18] rows less than the back have been
worked to the shoulders, ending with a ws row.
Shape neck
Next row (rs): Patt 31[36:39:43:47], turn and leave
the rem sts on a spare needle.
Work on the first set of sts as foll:
Dec 1 st at the neck edge on the next 5 rows.
26[31:34:38:42] sts.
Work 6[8:8:10:12] rows straight, ending at the side
edge. (For the second side work 1 more row here.)
Shape shoulder
Bind off 6[8:8:9:10] sts at the beg of the next
and foll 2 alt rows. Work 1 row. Bind off the rem
8[7:10:11:12] sts leaving a long yarn tail.
With rs facing, place the next 54[54:56:58:58] sts
on a holder, rejoin the yarn to the next st and patt to
the end of the row of row.

Complete to match the first side of the neck, noting
the bracketed exception.
SLEEVES: Using size 5 (3.75mm) needles, cast on
36[36:40:40:40] sts.
Work the 2 Rib rows of back for 2¾ in. (7cm),
ending with Rib row 1.
Inc row (ws): P4[3:6:6:5], (pup, p1, pup, p2)
9[10:9:9:10] times, pup, p to the end of the row.
55[57:59:59:61] sts.
Change to size 7 (4.5mm) needles.
Cont in patt as foll:
Row 1 (rs): K0[1:2:2:3], p2, Tw2, p2, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl,
work Row 1 of the panel, k1tbl, k1, k1tbl, p2, Tw2,
p2, k to the end of the row.
Row 2: P0[1:2:2:3], k2, p2, k2, p1tbl, k1, p1tbl, work
Row 2 of the panel, p1tbl, k1, p1tbl, k2, p2, k2, p to the
end of the row.
Keeping the patt correct, work 6 more rows.
Cont in the patt, working Rows 9 to 14 of the panel,
then repeating the 14 rows of the panel throughout,
at the same time shape the sleeve, working all the
extra sts in st st, as foll:
Inc 1 st at each end of the next and every foll
8th[8th:6th:6th:4th] row to 69[73:71:69:69] sts,
then on every foll 10th[8th:8th:6th:6th] row until
there are 75[79:83:87:91] sts.
Cont straight until the work measures 18½ in.
(47cm) from beg. Bind off leaving a long yarn tail.
NECKBAND: Join the left shoulder seam. With
rs facing, join yarn and, using size 5 (3.75mm)
needles, k the back neck sts from theholder dec
11[12:12:14:15] sts evenly, pick up and k 15[16:16:18:19]
sts along the left front neck, k the sts from the
holder dec 9[10:10:12:13] sts evenly, then pick up
and k 15[16:16:18:19] sts along the right front neck.
128[128:132:136:136] sts.
Beg Rib row 2, work 6 rows in rib as for back. Bind
off evenly in rib leaving a long yarn tail.
FINISHING
Block using the spray method. Weave in the ends.
Join the right shoulder and neckband seams.
Placing the center of the bind-off edge of the
sleeves to the shoulder seams, sew in the sleeves,
then join the side and sleeve seams.
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Knit a new ensemble to add to teddy’s
wardrobe. This smart outfit is knitted in
seed stitch and has minimum shaping,
making it an ideal design for beginners.
Materials
• 1 x 2 oz. (50g) ball of Crea
Harmony in Brick Red
• Small ball of DK yarn in navy
• Pair of size 4 (3.5mm) knitting
needles
• Tapestry needle
• 4 small buttons
Go to knit-and-stitch.com to buy
Crea yarn. See the information
chart for full details on all the
Crea yarns.

ry • USE YO
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SIZE
To fit teddy approximately 11⅞ in. (30cm) tall, see Easy
Does It! 20.
Gauge
23 sts and 44 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over s st.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
Special ABBREVIATION
yrn = yarn around needle.
TO MAKE
Vest (worked in one piece to armholes): Using size 4
(3.5mm) needles and Brick Red, cast on 67 sts.
S st row: K1, *p1, k1, rep from * to the end of the row.
Rep this row twice more.
Buttonhole row: Patt to the last 3 sts, yrn, p2tog, k1.
Work 7 rows s st.
Rep last 8 rows once more, then work the buttonhole
row again.
Next row: Patt 14, turn and leave the rem sts on a spare
needle.
Work on the first set of sts for the right front as foll:
Dec 1 st at the beg of every foll alt row until 6 sts rem.
Work 1 row. Bind off leaving a long yarn tail.
Return to the sts on the spare needle. Join yarn and
bind off the next 8 sts, patt until there are 23 sts on
the right needle after bind-off group, turn and leave
the rem sts on a spare needle.
Work on this set of sts for the back as foll:
Patt 17 rows. Bind off leaving a long yarn tail.
Return to the sts on the spare needle. Join yarn and
bind off the next 8 sts, patt to the end of the row.
14 sts.
Work on the last set of sts for the left front as foll:
Dec 1 st at the end of every foll alt row until 6 sts
rem. Work 1 row. Bind off leaving a long yarn tail.

designer’s tip
If a small child is going to play
with teddy and his outfits it
is advisable to omit the small
buttons and use press fasteners
instead. Make sure that any
fastening is sewn on securely.

FINISHING
Weave in the ends. Join the shoulder seams.  
Overlapping the front by five stitches, sew on buttons to
correspond with the buttonholes.
BOW TIE: Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles and navy,
cast on 7 sts.
S st row: K1, *p1, k1, rep from * to the end of the row.
Rep this row for 2 in. (5cm). Bind off leaving a long
yarn tail.
Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles and navy, cast on 35 sts
for band.
K 1 row.
Buttonhole row (rs): K to last 3 sts, yfd, k2tog, k1.
Bind off k-wise leaving a long yarn tail.
FINISHING
Work a line of running stitches down the center of the
strip and pull up slightly to gather. Do not cut yarn, but
wrap it around the center a few times, then fasten off
securely. Sew the center of the bow to the center of the
band. Sew on button at opposite end to buttonhole.

Customizing techniques

designer’s notebook:
circles edging
A simple knitted lace edging than can be
used to trim garments and soft furnishings.

T

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
THROW...

To form the eyelets, the yarn is wound twice
around the needle on the first eyelet row and
two stitches are worked into the double loop
on the next row. As you are increasing and
decreasing, it is always a good idea to count
the stitches at the end of each row to ensure
you have the correct number.

Embellish your throw with
strips of knitted circles
edging sewn around the
outer edge, as shown.
Or use as a pretty finish
to edge or trim a few
single squares.

his pretty edging is knitted vertically by
casting on stitches for the width and
then knitting for the length required.
The simple lace pattern has a circle of six
eyelet holes worked within a 12-row repeat.

circle borders
This vertical border has decorative circles formed by working a central pattern of eyelets.

1

Cast on 8 sts.
Row 1 (rs): Sl 1, k to the end of
the row.
Row 2: K to the end of the row.
Row 3: Sl 1, k3, yfrn, k2tog, yfrn, k2.
Row 4: K2, work p1 and k1 into
double loop, k1, work k1 and p1
into double loop, k4. 11 sts.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS
yfrn = yarn twice around needle
p2sso = pass 2 slipped sts over

2

Row 5: Sl 1, k to the end
of the row.
Row 6: K2, yfrn, skpo, k1,
k2tog, yfrn, skpo, k2.
Row 7: Sl 1, k2, work p1 and
k1 into double loop, k3, work k1
and p1 into double loop,
k2. 12 sts.
Row 8: K to the end of
the row.

3

Row 9: Sl 1, k2, k2tog,
yfrn, sl 2 as if to k2tog, k1,
p2sso, yfrn, (k2tog) twice.
Row 10: K2, work p1 and k1 into
double loop, k1, work k1 and p1
into double loop, k4. 11 sts.
Row 11: Sl 1, k to the end of
the row.
Row 12: Slipping first st, bind off
3, k to the end of the row. 8 sts.
These 12 rows form the patt.

expert’s tip
To work yfrn, bring
the yarn to the front
of the knitting, take
it around the right
needle then over
the right needle
ready to work the
next stitch—you have
worked a double loop.
On the following row
work into the double
loop twice to make
two stitches.
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86 Customizing techniques

yarn bag

Knit a useful
bag to hold your
working yarn.

stationery basket
Trim a basket with a pretty edging.

cosmetic bag
Add a colorful
edging to a plain
cosmetic bag.

Materials
• 1 x 14 oz. (400g) ball of Sirdar Hayfield
Aran in Ivory Aran
• 1 x 2 oz. (50g) ball of worsted yarn
in camel
• Size 10 (6.0mm) circular needle,
15¾ in. (40cm) long
• Pair of size 8 (5.0mm) knitting needles
• Ring stitch marker
• Tapestry needle

size
5½ in. (14cm) wide x 5½ in. (14cm) deep x
6⅞ in. (17.5cm) high.
gauge
14 sts and 20 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over st
st, using 2 strands of yarn held together.
abbreviations
See reading a pattern card.

jacket trim
Embellish a child’s
jeans-style jacket.

Note: Ivory Aran is used held double
throughout. Wind the yarn into two balls
before using to obtain an even gauge.
to make BASKET: Using a size 10
(6.0mm) circular needle and 2 strands of

Ivory Aran held together, cast on 20 sts.
Working forward and backward in rows,
k 36 rows for the base.
Next row: K to the end of the row, do
not turn but pick up and k 20 sts along
the first side of the base, 20 sts from the
cast-on edge and 20 sts along the other
side of base. 80 sts.
Join for working in the round.
Place a marker on the first st to mark
the beg of the round. Slipping the
marker on every round, k 35 rounds.
Bind off leaving a long yarn tail. Weave
in the ends.
EDGING: Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles
and camel, cast on 8 sts.
Following the instructions on the
previous page, work circles edging until
the edging fits around the bind-off edge
of the basket, ending with Row 12. Bind
off leaving a long yarn tail.
Weave in the ends. Join the short edges,
then sew the long straight edge around
the top of the basket.

